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P: crossing of female with genotype for right-

handed shell and male with genotype for left-

handed shell. 

F1: offspring with uniform phenotype with right-

handed shell, because their mother had 

genotype DD for right-handed shell. Offspring 

have genotype for right-handed shell (Dl). 

F2: offspring with three different genotypes (DD, 

2Dd, dd), however phenotypically they are all 

right-handed, because their mother had 

genotype for right-handed shell (Dd). 

F3: mothers with genotypes (DD or Dd) produce 

offspring with right-handed shell, mother with 

genotype (dd) produces offspring with left-

handed shell. 

 
 
 
Example: 1 
The coiling of the shell of snail (Lymnaea peregra) is given by two 
different alleles of a nuclear gene. Genotype (Dd, Dd) with dominant 
allele D determines right-handed coiling of shell (R), genotype (dd) 
with recessive allele d determines left-handed coiling of shell (L). 
There is incomplete dominance between alleles.  
Phenotype of the offspring (regardless it’s genotype) depends on the 
genotype of mother (regardless her phenotype).  
What is the phenotype in offspring of F1, F2 a F3 generation resulting from crossing of the snail 
with the genotype for right-handed shell (DD) and genotype for left-handed shell (dd)? 
 
Principle: protein (product of maternal gene) influencing coiling of the shell is present in the 
oocyte prior to fertilization. It influences the orientation of mitotic spindle during the first mitosis 
after fertilization, thus influencing the final shell coiling (left-handed or right-handed) in the 
offspring. 
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Solve the following tasks: 

 1. A man affected with mitochondrial optic neuropathy married a healthy woman. What is      

the probability that their child will be affected with this disease? 

2. Recessive mutation in chloroplast DNA causes variegation of leaves because of reducing 
the chlorophyll. What plants can be expected in the offspring of variegated maternal plant 
and green paternal plant? 
 
3. What will be the leaf colour of the offspring resulting from pollination of green plant with 
the pollen of variegated plant? 
 
4. What will be genotypes and phenotypes in F1, F2 and F3 generations, if you cross female 

snail with genotype for left-handed shell (dd) and male with genotype for right-handed shell 

(DD). 

5. What was the genotype and phenotype of parents if they had offspring with left-handed 

shell? What is the phenotype of this offspring? 

6. The pedigree bellow shows the inheritance of genetic disease (Kearns-Sayre syndrome) 

caused by mtDNA mutation. It is multisystemic diseases characterized with progressive 

ophthalmoplegia (paralysis of muscles controlling eye-lid and eye movement) and different 

severity. In pedigree, mark with black colour individuals with these diseases.  
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http://www.medicabaze.cz/index.php?&sec=term_detail&termId=1271&tname=Syndrom+Kearns%C5%AFv-Sayre%C5%AFv

